Expansions of microsatellite DNA repeats contribute to the inheritance of nearly 30 developmental and neurological disorders. Significant progress has been made in elucidating the molecular mechanisms of repeat expansions using various model organisms and mammalian cell culture, and models implicating nearly all DNA transactions such as replication, repair, recombination, and transcription have been proposed. It is likely that different models of repeat expansions are not mutually exclusive and may explain repeat instability for different developmental stages and tissues. This review focuses on the contributions from studies in budding yeast toward unraveling the mechanisms and genetic control of repeat expansions, highlighting similarities and differences of replication models and describing a balancing act hypothesis to account for apparent discrepancies.
Introduction
Nearly thirty hereditary neurological, neurodegenerative, or developmental diseases in humans are caused by expansions of microsatellite DNA repeats (reviewed in [1] [2] [3] ). These repeats can have anywhere from 3 to 12 nucleotides in their repetitive unit, albeit the majority of expansion diseases are linked to trinucleotide repeats. Most expandable DNA repeats form unusual secondary structures, including imperfect hairpins formed by (CNG) n and (CCTG) n repeats, triplexes formed by (GAA) n repeats, and G-quadruplexes formed by (CGG) n and (C 4 GC 4 GCG) n repeats (reviewed in [3] ). However, some repeats that are exceptionally prone to expansions, such as the (ATTCT) n repeats causing spinocerebellar ataxia 10, do not form intrastrand or multistrand secondary structures but instead comprise a DNA unwinding element [4 ] . Repeats become unstable when the perfect repetitive run surpasses a threshold length varying from $60 to 150 base pairs (bps) depending on the repeat, after which multiple extra copies can be added during a single intergenerational transmission [5, 6] accounting for a progressively more severe disease phenotype in a phenomenon called genetic anticipation.
The molecular mechanisms of repeat expansion are being intensively studied in many experimental model systems (reviewed in [7] ). These studies implicate various DNA transactions, including replication [8, 9] , transcription [10] , repair [5, 11] and recombination [12] in the process. There are substantial differences in the data and their interpretation for different repeats and experimental systems. However, there need not be a single uniform mechanism that describes the expansion of every microsatellite sequence. Rather, the mechanisms of repeat expansion may differ depending on the sequence and length of the repeat, the scale of the expansion, and whether the cells are dividing or post-mitotic. This review concentrates on recent data obtained in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, where DNA replication is a major contributor to repeat instability. That said, there are significant differences in the details and genetic control of the expansion process for various repeats. Here we propose a balancing act hypothesis to account for these differences.
Replication models and the genetic control of repeat expansion
Almost immediately after trinucleotide repeat expansions were found to be the causative mutation of diseases such as Huntington's disease (CAG/CTG), fragile X syndrome (CGG/CCG) and Friedrich's ataxia (GAA/TTC), investigators began to study the properties of these repeats and their propensity to expand in various model organisms. Because of the ease of creating gene knock-outs and introducing DNA cassettes for selectively identifying expansion events, budding yeast has been a particularly useful model system to study the repeat expansion process. Besides the classical candidate gene approach, genome-wide analyses have recently been performed. In sum, some genes appeared to have similar effects on expandable repeats, while other genes had conflicting results for different repeats (Table 1) .
Here we describe the predominant replication models for repeat expansion, emphasizing their relevance with respect to various repeat sequences, starting lengths of the repetitive tract, and the step of the expansion size. We distinguish between small-scale and large-scale expansions based on the absolute number of added DNA repeats, rather than the proportion of added DNA relative to the starting sequence: small-scale expansions refer to the addition of 1-20 repeats whereas large expansions is the addition of more than 20 repeats. Because of space limitations, we are not discussing DNA repair or transcription models of repeat expansions, which are discussed in depth in [5, 11, 13] .
Because deletion of RAD27 resulted in repeat addition at dinucleotide array tracts as well as other microsatellite sequences [14, 15 ] , it was proposed that repeats might form a stable hairpin structure within a 5 0 flap, which could lead to enhanced expansion in the absence of RAD27 [16 ] . In the 5 0 flap model, ligation of this hairpin to the next Okazaki fragment could then lead to a small expansion (Figure 1a) . Additionally, 5 0 DNA flaps can similarly be formed and processed by Rad27/Fen1 during long-patch base excision repair [17] .
Indeed, RAD27/FEN1 has been found to affect repeat expansion across a range of repeat sequences and starting lengths. The frequencies of CAG/CTG repeat expansions were elevated in the absence of Rad27 whether CAG was on the leading or lagging strand template and for a variety of starting lengths [18 ,19,20 ,21 ] . With the development of a system in which the addition of as few as five repeats to a starting length of (CTG) 13 could be quantitatively measured (Figure 2a) , Daee et al. found that deletion of RAD27 elevated the expansion rate of the (CTG) 13 tract by nearly two orders of magnitude [22 ] . Similarly, the absence of Rad27 was found to increase the frequency of CGG/CCG repeat expansions [23] . Genetic analysis with other mutants involved in lagging strand DNA replication (i.e. DNA ligase I) also exhibited elevated frequencies of CAG/CTG repeat expansion [20 ,24] , demonstrating that the effects of Okazaki fragment processing on repeat expansion are not limited to Rad27. Combined, these data support the idea that the 5 0 flap model would apply to any starting tract length so long as the sequence was capable of hairpin formation. However, the upper limit for a single expansion event would be the number of base pairs contained in the hairpin, which is constrained by the length of the flap (i.e. 20-30 bps for long flaps [25] ], which could block Rad27 cleavage and lead to expansion. A RAD27 knock-out was indeed shown to elevate the rate of large-scale expansions of (GAA) 100 by an order of magnitude [31 ] . Note that Rad27 may also play an additional role in replication fork dynamics contributing to GAA expansion via another mechanism (see 'Fork reversal/template switching' below). During DNA synthesis, the misalignment of template and daughter strands could lead to small contractions or expansions. For expansions, polymerase slippage at the 3 0 end of the nascent strand could result in the formation of a hairpin, and the looped-out DNA would then contribute to an expansion in the next round of replication ( Figure 1b) A more molecularly defined 3 0 replication slippage model of repeat expansion comes from genetic analysis of the helicase Srs2 in yeast. SRS2 was identified in a screen for genes that would increase expansions of a (CTG) 13 reporter ( Figure 2a ) [41 ] . Importantly, the role of Srs2 was specific to the two trinucleotide repeats tested, CAG/ CTG and CGG/CCG. In contrast to rad27 mutants, which destabilized all microsatellites and minisatellites genome-wide [14, 15 ], srs2 mutants had no effect on dinucleotide repeats, unique sequences, or trinucleotide repeat contractions [41 ] . It was proposed that Srs2 normally inhibits repeat expansions, possibly by unwinding replication slippage: polymerase slippage at the 3 0 end of the nascent DNA strand could result in the formation of a hairpin, which would then result in repeat expansion in the next round of replication. This event can occur more than once during replication of long DNA repeats. (c) Replication fork stalling, reversal and restart: the replication fork stalls at a repetitive DNA tract, potentially due to secondary structure formation in the lagging strand template. Fork reversal generates a four-way junction (also called 'chicken foot' structure) (marked by *) with a single-stranded, repetitive 3 0 end that can fold back on itself. Restart of replication upon flipping back this loop-out primer (marked by #) results in a longer repetitive run in the leading strand. (d) Template switching: during replication of a repetitive DNA tract, the leading strand DNA polymerase can switch templates and continue synthesis using the nascent lagging strand as template. Upon reaching the end of the Okazaki fragment, the polymerase has to switch back to the leading strand template for replication to continue. (Note that a repetitive Okazaki fragment is removed in this process.) This results in a repeat expansion; the step of which is roughly equivalent to the size of an Okazaki fragment.
trinucleotide repeat hairpins formed at the 3 0 end of the newly replicated DNA strand [41 ] . In addition, epistasis analysis indicated that Srs2 inhibits repeat expansion via post-replication repair (PRR) since mutations in various components of the PRR pathway, such as RAD5, RAD18, and deficient ubiquitination of PCNA, increased the expansion rates of short CAG/CTG tracts [22 ] . According to this model, replication through a trinucleotide repeat would result in hairpin formation and polymerase stalling. This event, analogous to spontaneous lesion bypass, would signal the recruitment of Srs2 to unwind the hairpin and PRR to protect against repeat expansion [22 ] . Furthermore, the authors of this study analyzed expansion rates and spectra for single and double mutants of RAD27 and PRR components, proposing that the 3 0 replication slippage pathway functions independent of, and possibly synergistic with, Okazaki fragment 5 0 flap processing. Srs2 has also been implicated in maintaining longer repeats, specifically in the error-free branch of PRR (sister chromatid recombination or SCR) [42 ] . In this case, the expansions occurring in the absence of Srs2 were dependent on Rad51, and a model based on increased 3 0 slippage during an SCR event was proposed [42 ] .
Fork reversal/template switching Expandable DNA repeats have been shown to stall the replication fork in all systems where they have been studied. Typically, pronounced replication stalling becomes evident when the length of the repetitive run approaches or exceeds the expansion threshold (reviewed in [8] ). On the basis of these observations, a model involving replication fork stalling, fork reversal, and replication restart was proposed (Figure 1c ) [3, 8] . Replication stalling may lead to fork reversal and the formation of a four-way junction or 'chicken foot' structure. The 3 0 end of the leading strand could fold into a secondary structure such as a hairpin or loop-out and continue synthesis after , or its conceptually similar chromosomal analogs [47 ] , assay chromosomal instability. Breaks occurring in the repeat sequence may result in the resection of DNA to a telomere seed sequence (G 4 T 4 ) and recovery of the YAC without the URA3 marker, permitting growth on 5-FOA. This system was also used to assay instability of the repeats without selection. In all cases, the lengths of repetitive tracts were determined by PCR and/or DNA sequencing.
the fold-back. If the secondary structure persists after the reversed fork continues past the repetitive tract, extra repeats will be added after the next round of replication. This model receives support from in vitro data [43 ] 
A unique yeast system to study large-scale expansions of GAA/TTC repeats has been described (Figure 2b ). Although large expansions (i.e. 50 to hundreds of repeats from a starting (GAA) 100 tract) occurred with roughly equivalent rates ($10 À5 per replication) whether GAA or TTC was located on the lagging strand template, profound replication fork stalling was detectable only when GAA repeats were on the lagging strand template [45 ] . This difference between infrequent and orientation-independent repeat expansions versus strong, orientation-dependent fork stalling, combined with candidate gene analysis data, led us to propose a template switching model for large-scale repeat expansion (Figure 1d) [45 ] loosely based on a template switching model for expansion of tandem repeats [46 ] . Note that while the template switching and fork reversal models are distinct, they share structural similarities and can both explain large expansions beyond the hairpin size limit.
The template switching model suggests that during replication of a repetitive DNA tract, the leading strand DNA polymerase can switch templates and continue synthesis using the nascent lagging strand as template. Upon reaching the end of the Okazaki fragment, the polymerase would switch back to the leading strand template, resulting in an expansion in length roughly equivalent to the size of an Okazaki fragment. In this system, large-scale expansions were elevated when genes blocking template switching (i.e. encoding components of the Tof1/Csm3/Mrc1 replication fork pausing complex) were deleted and reduced when genes that promote template switching (i.e. RAD5 and RAD6) were deleted [45 ] . In contrast, eliminating genes involved in homologous recombination and double strand break (DSB) repair or mismatch repair had no effect on large-scale expansion. Interestingly, point mutants of Pola/Primase showed an increased primary step of expansion, confirming a link between the scale of expansions and Okazaki fragment size [36 ] .
It is likely that the initiating template switching event occurs infrequently and is thus undetectable using 2D gels to analyze replication intermediates. In contrast, replication fork stalling is orientation dependent and may be more relevant to chromosomal breakage (see 'Double strand break formation and aberrant repair' below). In support of this, chromosomal fragility at GAA repeat tracts is significantly elevated when GAA is on the lagging strand template, the same orientation where fork stalling can be detected [47 ] .
The template switching model describes how large-scale expansions could occur in a single step. For example, the primary initial step of expansion for GAA and ATTCT repeats was 160-to-200 bps [36 ,48] . Furthermore, (GAA) n repeats shorter than the length of an average Okazaki fragment did not undergo large-scale expansions [36 ,45 ] . Thus, this model seems to apply only when the starting repeat tract is sufficiently long to undergo 'productive' template switching.
Double strand break formation and aberrant repair
Long microsatellite tracts are prone to DNA breakage. This fragility is evident from the cytological analysis of long CGG repeats in individuals with fragile X syndrome [49] . Additionally, long CAG/CTG, CGG/CTG, and GAA/TTC repeats showed elevated levels of DSBs in both yeast and mammalian cell cultures (Figure 2c) [18 , 47 ,50] . The origin of these DSBs is most likely replication fork stalling and reversal, albeit replicationindependent breakage has also been detected in G1 [51 ] and stationary phase cells [31 ] . DSBs at the repetitive sequence may be repaired by homologous recombination, in the course of which out-of-register synthesis from the sister chromatid could lead to repeat expansions. In bacteria, yeast, and mammalian cell culture, various DNA repeats have indeed been shown to elevate recombination, resulting in increased expansions and contractions and gross chromosomal rearrangements (reviewed in [3] ). The breakage and repair model of repeat expansion is length dependent, as longer repeat tracts are more susceptible to breakage. In support of this, instability of long CAG repeats is exacerbated by loss of recombination proteins Rad51 and Rad52 [52] , while short repeats are not affected by their loss [41 ,53 ] .
When a DSB was repaired from a separate template containing a (CAG) 98 tract, it expanded by adding 25 repeats on average; this expansion step further increased by overexpression of Mre11 and Rad50 proteins [54 ] . Thus, repair of DSBs via synthesis-dependent strand annealing could also lead to large-scale expansions [55] .
Balancing act hypothesis for replication models of repeat expansions
For expansions that occur during genomic DNA replication, what factors determine which expansion mechanism predominates for a given sequence and length of microsatellite DNA? Well-characterized yeast systems support several models of repeat expansion: two that are specific to replication of the individual DNA strand (5 0 flap and 3 0 replication slippage) and two that generally implicate replication fork indiscretions (i.e. fork reversal and template switching). When is each of these mechanistic models relevant? One discriminating factor is the starting length of the repeat tract. In one selectable system (Figure 2a) , the starting repeat length is 25 (or even fewer) triplets, and it expands modestly, resembling the characteristics of polyglutamine or polyalanine diseases where even small-scale expansions can result in an individual inheriting the disease [53 ] . In the other system (Figure 2b) , only repeats longer than 70 triplets were found to expand [36 ,45 ] by adding 50 to hundreds of repeats at a step, which resembles diseases of repeat expansions in the non-coding parts of the genes (i.e. where hundreds to thousands of repeats can be added in a single generation once the threshold repeat length has been passed). Importantly, however, starting repeat length is not the sole determinant of the expansion mechanism because in the system tuned to detect the addition of as few as five repeats (Figure 2a) , small-scale expansions of GAA repeats were never detected [56] .
To account for the differences between yeast experimental systems, we propose the balancing act hypothesis. It states that each DNA repeat can expand via either a DNA strand specific mechanism, such as 3 0 replication slippage, or a fork deviation mechanism, such as template switching ( Figure 3 ). During genomic DNA replication and synthesis through a microsatellite repeat tract, one of two scenarios may occur. Small-scale expansions occasionally arise if Srs2 and/or PRR fail to unwind the hairpin. They become more apparent in cells lacking Srs2 or PRR components. Alternatively, large-scale expansions arise if the replication fork undergoes reversal or if template switching occurs while it proceeds through the long repetitive run. The delicate balancing act discriminating between these two pathways is determined by the propensity of a given DNA repeat to form secondary structure, specifically a very stable DNA hairpin.
The balancing act of DNA repeat expansions Kim and Mirkin 285 Balancing act hypothesis for the replication models of repeat expansions. The delicate balancing act discriminates between individual slipped-strand and replication fork models of repeat expansions. If a given DNA repeat (such as CAG/CTG or CGG/CCG) has a propensity to form stable hairpin structures it will expand preferentially via 5 0 flap or 3 0 replication slippage models, whereas a DNA repeat that does not form stable intra-molecular structures (such as GAA/TTC and ATTCT/AGAAT) would expand via fork reversal or template switching, thus, adding more repeats in a single expansion step.
CAG/CTG and CGG/CCG repeats form very stable hairpins, so we propose that these repeats would expand preferentially via models involving the individual DNA strand (5 0 flap or 3 0 replication slippage). In support of this, only rarely did we recover large-scale CAG/CTG or CGG/ CCG expansions in the system designed to recover those events (Figure 2b) , though small-scale instability was observed even without selection (Kim et al., unpublished data). In contrast, since GAA and ATTCT repeats do not form hairpin structures, we propose that they are likely to have a greater propensity to expand via template switching/fork reversal. In support of this, we and others were never able to detect small-scale expansions of short GAA repeats [36 ,45 ,56] .
The balancing act hypothesis also explains conflicting results between genetic analyses in yeast experimental systems (Table 1) . For 3 0 replication slippage, components of the PRR pathway protect against repeat expansion [22 ] , explaining why inactivation of these genes would result in elevated rates of CAG/CTG expansion. In contrast, PRR components promote expansion via template switching for sequences less prone to hairpin formation, such as GAA and ATTCT, resulting in reduced rates of large-scale expansion in their absence [45 ,48] . Additionally, inactivation of Srs2 helicase increases expansion rates in the 3 0 replication slippage model whereas disruption of the Sgs1 helicase is specific to the template switching model [41 ,45 ] . In all cases, inactivation of TOF1 led to a significant increase in the expansion rate of CAG/CTG, GAA, and ATTCT repeats of different starting lengths [38 ,45 ,48] suggesting that some proteins universally oppose small-scale and large-scale expansions of various microsatellite repeats.
Conclusions
Studying repeat instability in yeast revealed fine molecular mechanisms of the expansion process and their genetic control. It became clear that repeat-mediated instability in yeast primarily originates in the course of DNA replication. Two modes of instability were observed that differ in the threshold length of the repeat, its expansion scale, and genetic control of the event. We propose a balancing act hypothesis, which states that a repeat can undergo expansions either in the course of individual DNA strand slippages or upon fork deviation as a whole, such as fork reversal or template switching. We believe that this hypothesis accounts for the bulk of the experimental data obtained in yeast. When it comes to human disease, individual DNA strand slippages may be the predominant pathway of repeat instability near the expansion threshold length, which is around 30-50 repeats (i.e. shorter than an Okazaki fragment). In this way, the variance in threshold length for different repeats might simply depend on the differential stabilities of repetitive hairpins. Template switching/fork reversal models seem to be more applicable for the subsequent larger-scale expansion of longer repeat tracts. Further experimental support for the balancing act hypothesis in humans remains to be ascertained.
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